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Outline

• Resonance in ‘haloscopes’

• 𝐸 field induced current

• 𝐸 field as conversion medium

• 𝐸 field as the signal



Axion / ALPs  as DM

A fast oscillating field at the bottom 
of a V ϕ ~ ϕ − ϕ0

2 potential behaves 
on ave. as matter-like: ρ(z) ~ (1+z)3 M. Turner, 83’

➢`Wave-like’ DM candidates via misalignment mech.

➢Nearly monochromatic signal: δf / f ~ 10-6.

For theory review, see 1510.07633

Can coherently convert into photon/EM fields 
via ‘axion-like’ interaction

Local DM velocity

For terrestrial labs, as a coherent wave:
DM (in) 

→ 

External Strong 
EM field 

Signal (out) 
→ 



Axion DM - `haloscope’
QCD axion has a preferred
microwave parameter range.
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Cryogenic resonant EM cavity

𝑩

Cavity frequency tuned to expected 
axion decay signal frequency

QCD axion DM: emergence of a microwave signal

➢ single photon level:   O(10)  photons s-1
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Cavity Haloscopes: sharpest limits, so far.

ADMX,HAYSTAC:
achieved sensitivity
to theoretical par. space
(DFSZ /  KSVZ models)

Recent players:
CAPP/IBS  (2020)
QUAX-aγ (2019)
CAST-RADES(2021)
TASEH (2022)

*Higher freq. detectors
(10 GHz or  higher?)

+ many others.

C. O’Hare, cajohare/axionlimits
(Figure from pdg 2022)



High-Q resonance

➢Key to cavity’s achievements: high quality factor

Q ~ 106 Provide both resonant 𝑎 → 𝛾 enhancement & bkg suppression

∙ 𝑄

𝑃𝐵𝑘𝑔~ 4𝑘𝐵𝑇
𝑚𝑎

2𝜋 ∙ 𝑄
Thermal noise power:

Quantum mechanically, interaction between a cavity-mode 𝐸(𝑥) and the plane wave:

2201.08291

https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.08291


Cavity’s |0⟩ ⟶ |1⟩ rate is enhanced by the incident wave’s Q – factor.

Q

( for any DM axion wave’s 𝑄𝑎 ≤ 𝑄cavity )

2201.08291

Cavity’s |0⟩ ⟶ |1⟩ state transition rate is indeed enhanced 
by the cavity quality factor that matches with the DM wave’s.

(this is consistent with classical oscillation calculations)

For classical, see P. Sikivie, 84’ 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.08291


光子能谱修正

太阳观测：CAST
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Abracadabra →

恒星
冷却
限制

Asγ →

What about lower/higher ma?
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https://inspirehep.net/literature/1778725


W/O cavity? – `aQED’ induction effects

➢axion-modified Maxwell equations: 

Axio-electric current

DM axion flow Induces a magnetic signal
inside E field:   see 2012.13946 (broad-band)

& 2204.14033 (narrow-band)

Axio-magnetic current: 
LC, Abracadabra, ADMX-SLIC, DM-Radio, etc

Effective charge: (suppressed as 𝑣𝑎 ≪ 1)
( 𝑗0of the locally conserved 4-current 𝜕𝜇𝑗𝑎

𝜇=0 )

Axion’s effective sources:

effective (moving) charge &
effective displacement currents 
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.13946
https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.14033


Sketch of axio-electric and axio-magnetic effective currents

𝐸 × 𝑘𝑎 𝐵 ∙ 𝜕𝑡𝑎

ja under B field：
(anti)parallel with 

B field direction

ja under E field：
Depend on both E field

and axion flow directions
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Resonance without a cavity

High quality factor filtering is still essential for non-
cavity.

Popular solution: electronic (LC) circuit (P.Sikivie,13’)

resonance tuned to axion frequency 
(used in ADMX-SLIC, ABRACADABRA, BASE, etc.)

Inter-disciplinary:
Lower freq. means more severe noises.
Input from Quantum Optics,
HBT interferometry (see 2201.08291) etc.

tunable
cavity
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readout

𝜔 = 1/ 𝐿𝐶
LCR resonance

Coupled
to axion’s 

𝑗𝑎 - induced signal with 𝜔𝑎

𝒂 → 𝜸
source

𝜔010 = 𝜔𝑎

http://arxiv.org/abs/2201.08291
https://inspirehep.net/literature/2014155


𝐸 field or 𝐵 field?
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➢Both induce effective currents 
➢B field is (by Nature’s choice) 

more effective in conversion rate:

[As the medium] [As the signal]

* 1 Tesla ~  1013 V/m
* ja in E has velocity suppression.

➢ Strong solenoid B field: instabilities?
➢ E field: ja has directional

dependance – 24 hr modulation
➢ E field: apparatus orientation

dependance – bkg veto
➢ E field is cheaply maintained 

as a static field ⟶ less fluctuation

➢Both E and B signals can be quite
efficiently measured nowadays. 
(down to ~ single photon level)
➢Typical E field signal:

* cavity’s resonance modes. 
* voltages differences.

➢Typical B field signal:
* magnetic flux by induction

➢Pick E or B that easily distinguishes
from the experimental background.

(Cavity: E signal from solenoid B)



Magnetic signal from B field

➢‘LC’-type designs:  ADMX-SLIC, Abracadabra, DM-Radio, etc.
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‘LC’ Conceptual design in 
1310.8545

A pickup loop catches the 
axion-induced 
magnetic fluctuations 
from ja(t) inside a strong 
lab B field

Enhanced by LC resonance 
and measured with a 
quantum magnetometer

Realization in ADMX-SLIC (2019)

1911.05772



Magnetic signal from E field (non-Res.)
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𝐵𝑎

𝑗𝑎

DM axion flow
along Ƹ𝑧

SC pickup coils:
Low noise, high mag. field gain.
Broad-band: non-resonance enhanced

𝐵𝑎 × 𝑁
𝑅

𝑟

➢ Cylindrical capacitor: ja forms 
circular alternating currents 
between plate electrodes.

➢ Modern SQUIDS sensitive to 
𝛿𝐵 ~ 10-15 T

2012.13946

https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.13946


Magnetic signal from E field (Res.)
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Cylindrical capacitor + resonance enhancement

2204.14033

Low T on resistance parts 
for noise control.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.14033


Electric sensing in B field (Res.)
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ja induced electric signal inside a solenoid
Resonance-enhanced design 2206.13543
* ready to go with most cryo. magnets.

1803.07755
1812.05487

Plates inside a solenoid
picks up voltage signals，
& acts as a capacitor,
being part of the LCR 
resonance circuit.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.13543


New haloscopes: open up ma< μeV range

Magnetic signal
from DM axion wind
through a strong E field   
2204.14033

Multi-meter scale 
to reach QCD axion fa

Resonant 
ELEctric
Axion Probe
(in solenoid)
2206.13543

DM-Radio
Magnetic signal
from DM axion 
in a strong B field
2203.11246
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Broadband probe
with state-of-art
magnetometers
2012.13946
Also see:

spin-based sensors:
(Diamond NV, etc. )

More ideas?

https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.14033
https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.13543
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.11246
https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.13946
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2095927320305223

